
Master Thesis Proposal – Design and Validation of the Tail-
Sitter UAV for long-range autonomous flights
Student requirement: Possibly a 2-student thesis, depending of the scope of 
design/modeling/identification. Will incorporate design (CAD, 3D printing), electronics, 
programming (ROS,  C/C++, etc.) and some aerodynamics for the identification could be beneficial.
Additional control theory if the stage of GPS-based flight is reached. 

Figure 1: The Pixhawk-enabled lightweight “Caipiroshka” (left) and the Wingtra One autonomous surveyor (right).

The Tail-sitter is a Vertical Take-Off and Landing (VTOL) aircraft that combines the fast control 
and maneuverability of the rotor craft with the use of aerodynamic lift of the fixed wing craft. This 
allows for much longer range and flight time than, for example, a quadcopter. It also allows the craft
to hover when needed in for example an inspection task. The Tail-Sitter has, compared to other 
VTOL crafts, very few moving parts and the over-all design is very simple. Generally it uses four 
control surfaces, for example two flaps and two rotors, for full 6 DoF controllability, but there are 
many possible configurations. Due to the advantages of long range and few moving parts the Tail-
Sitter has in the latest years becomes a very popular research target. The main areas of research are 
in disturbance rejection, controlling the transition phase from rotor to wing, and model based 
control which becomes a challenge due to the introduction of aerodynamic effects. There is also a 
large interest in field application in areas such as surveying of open pit mines, precision agriculture, 
and foresting. Any long-range surveying or inspection tasks allows the Tail-Sitter to shine.
Due to this increased interest there now exists very capable autopilots / fight controllers that include
a Tail-Sitter configuration, namely Pixhawk. 

The goals of this project are: 
• The design and construction of a tail-sitter aircraft capable of autonomous flight.
• Implementation and tuning of a flight controller.
• Manual flights (RC).
• Autonomous GPS-based way-point tracking.

There is a lot of freedom is regards to the direction of the project. Most tail-sitter designs are too 
lightweight to carry the sensors and onboard computers required for a field application. Thus the 
focus can either be to design such a field-applicable craft (Wingtra One, AtmosUAV Marlyn) or 
alternatively go down the route of the more popular designs and validate the efficacy of, for 
example, the Pixhawk flight controller when used for autonomous flights using GPS. 

Specific tasks of the MSC student can be narrowed down when the direction of the thesis is 
specified but will in general invole:

• Electronics / mechatronics for wiring of components (motors, flight controller, GPS, wind-
speed sensor, onboard computer etc.).



• Design and 3D printing of parts such as motor mounts and landing gear. 
• Modeling and Control of the aircraft and an implementation with the goal of autonomous 

flight. 
• Weekly meetings with supervisors for guidance and counseling.

Proposal from Björn Lindqvist (bjolin@ltu.se, A2567) and George Nikolakopoulos (geonik@ltu.se, 
A2556), Robotics and AI, SRT.
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